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From Text Description to Semantic Schema

Cristina Zamfir

Abstract. The concept of semantic schema was introduced in [5]. This structure is an
abstract concept S allowing to model an inference process in knowledge representation. In
order to represent some knowledge piece KP, an appropriate interpretation I of S for KP is
used. The abstract inference from S is interpreted by I and the conclusion in KP is obtained.
The problem of finding a semantic schema S for a knowledge piece KP is not yet an automated
process. In this paper we inaugurate a possible research line for this process. Starting from
a text description of KP given in a natural language, after various processes described in this
paper, we obtain a semantic schema that can model KP. Several examples are presented to
exemplify these processes. Finally we describe the future work.
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1. Introduction

There are three methods based on graph theory for knowledge representation:
conceptual graphs ([2], [3]), labeled stratified graphs ([7]), semantic schemas ([5]).
The papers [4] and [6] treat the following problem: reconstitute an image from a
text description. The formalism used in these papers is based on labeled stratified
graphs. The text description is given in natural language and the papers [8] and [9]
are strongly connected by this subject. In this paper we treat a similar problem, but
the mechanism is offered by semantic schemas instead of labeled stratified graphs.

In the philosophy of language, a natural language (also known as ordinary lan-
guage) is a language that is spoken, signed, or written by humans for general-purpose
communication. The natural language is distinguished from formal languages such
as computer-programming languages (C++, Java, ...) or the ”languages” used in the
study of formal logic, especially mathematical logic and from constructed languages.

The theory of universal grammar proposes that all natural languages have certain
underlying rules which constrain the structure of the specific grammar for any given
language.

There are two types of languages: artificial languages and natural languages. The
artificial language is defined by creating the correct set of rules that applied to the
defined vocabulary will form the phrases of the language.

A phrase in a natural language is a finite sequence of words over some alphabet.
The combination of words must respect certain rules that form the language syntax
and it must be coherent thus respecting the rules of the language semantics.

Let’s consider the following phrase:
Peter is a doctor. He works in a hospital. Maria is a teacher and she works in a
school. Maria is the wife of Peter. Ann is their daughter.

A human can perfectly understand the phrase and its implications and therefore
can realize the connections and extract the fact that:
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• The wife of Peter works in a school
• Peter is the father of Ann
• Maria is the mother of Ann
• The father of Ann works in a hospital
In order for a program to obtain the results listed above the following stages must

be realized:
(1) the transformation of the phrase P into a semantic schema; in other words, we

extract from P several entities which allow to build a semantic schema S;
(2) the construction of an interpretation I for S;
(3) the analysis of the schema S; as a result of this stage we conclude that by means

of I we can retrieve just the semantics given by P;
(4) the construction of the formal computations in S;
(5) the interpretations of the final entities obtained by the formal computations and

the certification of I as a good interpretation for P.
The focus of this paper is the first phase: the transformation of a phrase into a
semantic schema.

2. Semantic schemas

The concept of θ-semantic schema ( or semantic schema) was introduced in [5]
and was developed in [10], [11], [12] and [13]. Various cooperating systems based on
semantic schemas were developed in [14], [15] and [16]. Several extensions of semantic
schemas were presented in [17], [18] and [19].

The term ”semantic schema” is very important for this paper and will be encoun-
tered many times in the pages to come. It is important to recall the definition of a
semantic schema:

Definition 2.1. A θ-schema is a system S = (X,A0, A, R), where
• X is a finite non-empty set of symbols;
• A0 is a finite non-empty set of elements named label symbols and A0 ⊆ A ⊆ A0,

where A0 is the Peano θ-algebra generated by A0;
• R ⊆ X ×A×X is a non-empty set which fulfills the following conditions:

(1) (x, θ(u, v), y) ∈ R =⇒ ∃z ∈ X : (x, u, z) ∈ R, (z, v, y) ∈ R
(2) θ(u, v) ∈ A, (x, u, z) ∈ R, (z, v, y) ∈ R =⇒ (x, θ(u, v), y) ∈ R
(3) u ∈ A ⇐⇒ ∃(x, u, y) ∈ R

We recall that θ is an operator symbol of arity 2 and the Peano θ-algebra generated
by A0 is the set

A0 =
⋃

n≥0

An

where An are defined recursively as follows:

An+1 = An ∪ { θ(u, v) | u, v ∈ An}, n ≥ 0

Let S = (X,A0, A, R) be a semantic schema. We consider a symbol h of arity 1
and take the set:

M = {h(x, a, y) | (x, a, y) ∈ R ∩ (X ×A0 ×X)}
where we use the notation h(x, a, y) instead of h((x, a, y)). We consider a symbol σ
of arity 2 and denote by H the Peano σ-algebra generated by M .
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We denote by Z the alphabet including the symbol σ, the elements of X, the
elements of A, the left and right parentheses, the symbol h and comma. We denote
by Z∗ the set of all words over Z. We define the following binary relation on Z∗:

Definition 2.2. ([5]) Let be w1, w2 ∈ Z∗.
• If a ∈ A0 and (x, a, y) ∈ R then

w1(x, a, y)w2 ⇒ w1h(x, a, y)w2

• Let be (x, θ(u, v), y) ∈ R. If (x, u, z) ∈ R and (z, v, y) ∈ R then
w1(x, θ(u, v), y)w2 ⇒ w1σ((x, u, z), (z, v, y))w2

We denote by ⇒∗ the reflexive and transitive closure of the relation ⇒.

We can define now the mapping generated by a semantic schema:

Definition 2.3. The mapping generated by S is the mapping

GS : R −→ 2H

defined as follows:
• GS(x, a, y) = {h(x, a, y)} for a ∈ A0

• GS(x, θ(u, v), y) = {w ∈ H | (x, θ(u, v), y) ⇒∗ w}
The set H is an infinite one. We extract from H those elements which can be

derived from R and we denote this set by Fcomp(S). In other words,

Fcomp(S) = {w ∈ H | ∃(x, u, y) ∈ R : (x, u, y) ⇒∗ w}
Definition 2.4. An interpretation I of S is a system I = (Ob, ob{Algu}u∈A) where
• Ob is a finite set of elements which are called the objects of the interpretation
• ob : X → Ob is a bijective function.
• For each u ∈ A the algorithm Algu has two input arguments.

Let be R0 = (X ×A0 ×X) ∩R.

Definition 2.5. For an interpretation I we define the output space Y (I) as follows:

Y (I) =
⋃

u∈A Yu

where
Ya = {Alga(ob(x), ob(y))|(x, a, y) ∈ R0} for a ∈ A0

Yθ(u,v) = {Algθ(u,v)(o1, o2)|o1 ∈ Yu, o2 ∈ Yv}
We define recursively the valuation mapping

V alI : Fcomp(S) −→ Y (I)

as follows:
• V alI(h(x, a, y)) = Alga(ob(x), ob(y))
• V alI(σ(α, β)) = Algθ(u,v)(V alI(α), V alI(β)) if sort(σ(α, β)) = θ(u, v).

3. RTN and a context free grammar

Another very important term for the phase we are considering is the grammar and
the recursive transition network on which the algorithm of the phase is constructed.

A recursive transition network (shortly, RTN) is a graph theoretical schema used to
represent the rules of a context free grammar. RTNs have application to programming
languages, natural language and lexical analysis ([1], [20]). Any sentence that is
constructed according to the rules of a RTN is said to be ”well-formed.” The structural
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Figure 1. Communication user-VoSys

elements of a well-formed sentence may also be well-formed sentences by themselves,
or they may be simpler structures. This is why RTNs are described as recursive.

We recall the concept of context free grammar defined in Chomsky’s classification,
that can approximate a natural language.

Definition 3.1. A context free grammar is a system G = (VN , VT , S, P ), where
• VN is a finite non-empty set of symbols named nonterminal symbols;
• VT is a finite non-empty set of elements named terminal symbols;
• S ∈ VN is the initial symbol of the grammar;
• P ⊂ VN × (VN

⋃
VT )∗ is a non-empty set of elements named productions;

In what follows we consider that a phrase is formed by sentences bounded together
by conjunctions. A sentence can be formed by a verbal group or a nominal group and
a verbal group. A nominal group can be formed by a nominal group and an adjective
or by a noun or by a noun and an article. A verbal group can be formed by a verb
and by an adverbial group. An adverbial group is formed by a nominal group and/or
by an adverb. In the schema below are descried all the relations.

Following the above mentioned structure of the natural language we can form the
below context free grammar G = (VN , VT , S, P ), where
• VN = {S, Ng, Vg, Ag}, Ng represents a nominal group, Vg represents a verbal

group and Ag represents an adverbial group;
• VT = {art, noun, pro, vb, conj, adj, adv} where art represents an article, pro is

a pronoun, vb represents a verb, conj represents a conjunction, adj represents
an adjective and adv represents an adverb.

• S ∈ VN is the initial symbol of the grammar;
• P ⊂ VN × (VN

⋃
VT )∗ and P contains the following productions:

(1) S →< V g >
(2) S →< Ng >< V g >
(3) Ng →< Ng >< adj >
(4) Ng →< noun >
(5) Ng →< art >< noun >
(6) Ng →< pro >
(7) V g →< vb >
(8) V g →< vb >< adv >
(9) V g →< vb >< Ag >
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(10) Ag →< Ng >< adv >
(11) Ag →< Ng >

In order to give a simple example of the use of this grammar the productions are
restricted to the objects of the P1 sentence, where P1= ”Peter is a doctor”:

S −→(2)< Ng >< V g >−→(4)< noun >< V g >−→(9)< noun >< vb ><
Ag >−→(5)< noun >< vb >< art >< noun >

The following productions characteristic to this sentence are added:
(12) < noun >→ Peter
(13) < noun >→ doctor
(14) < verb >→ is
(15) < art >→ a
Therefore by considering the last productions added, the sentence 1 can be ob-

tained: < noun >< vb >< art >< noun >−→(12) Peter < vb >< art ><
noun >−→(14) Peter is < art >< noun >−→(15) Peter is a < noun >−→(13) Peter
is a doctor

As you can imagine, this was an exaggerated example of the process that is per-
formed when working with a grammar. In an actual application, the last productions
added will be different because the application should be connected to an enormous
data base of words with different characteristics. Never the less, the process described
above is at the base of the application an can be used to exemplify how different
phrases and sentences can be formed or parsed using the grammar.

When communicating by writing or voice a person/application plays two different
roles: the part of constructing a message and sending it and the part of receiving
the message and decoding the message. In the example above it was shown how the
grammar is used to construct a message - that is the first role of communicating. In
the next section an algorithm used to decode a message will be constructed.

4. The message decoding algorithm

In the process of communication, the sender and the receiver of the message must
use the same ”signs” that have the same or similar meanings and the same code to
encrypt and decode the message. With this in mind we conclude that for an effective
communication to take place, the same grammar that was used to encrypt a message
must be used also when decoding the message. This means that we have to test
the message to see if it corresponds to the chosen grammar. We start by dividing
the phrase into sentences and words. If the phrase is grammatically correct(from the
point of view of the grammar that is described above) then a semantic schema must be
constructed. We will use the constructed schema to accomplish a new interpretation
of the phrase thus giving an answer to the phrase.

4.1. Step 1: Dividing the phrase into propositions. In order to obtain a seman-
tic schema for the entire phrase we must first create the schemas for each proposition
and then unite them all into one.

When one of the following punctuation signs is met . ; ! ? ... all the characters
that stand before the sign are consider to form a proposition.

If we consider the phrase Φ = ”Peter is a doctor. He works in a hospital. Maria is a
teacher and she works in a school. Maria is the wife of Peter. Ann is their daughter.”
then by dividing it into sentences after the punctuation signs we will obtain the
following propositions:
(1) P1 = ”Peter is a doctor”
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(2) P2 = ”He works in a hospital”
(3) P3 = ”Maria is a teacher and she works in a school”
(4) P4 = ”Maria is the wife of Peter”
(5) P5 = ”Ann is their daughter”

In the given example there was only one of the types of punctuation signs: the full
stop or dot, but in real life conversations the question mark, exclamation mark, dots,
semicolon appear just as often.

The set Υsigns contains all the punctuation signs after which a phrase can be
divided. The objects of this phrase depend on the grammar.

In a natural language Υsigns = {., !, ?, ; , ...} where the sign ”,” is used in the set
to separate the objects and must not be considered as a separator. Not all the signs
present in the set are found in the example we gave, thus the set Υsigns = {.}.

Considering all of the above, we conclude that a phrase Φ can be divided into
propositions by the objects of the set Υsigns. After dividing Φ we can construct the
set ΦP that will contain all the sentences of the phrase; ΦP = {P1, P2, ..., Pn} where
n is the number of punctuation signs (objects of the Υsigns set ) found in the phrase.

For the above example ΦP = {P1, P2, P3, P4, P5} , n = 5.

Remark 4.1. It is very important to observe that the component propositions do not
contain the separating punctuation signs.

4.2. Step 2: Evaluating a proposition. The entire step 2 is to be repeated for
all the propositions of ΦP .

4.2.1. Step 2.a: Parsing - Dividing the proposition into words. When one of the
following punctuation signs is met , : and/or the blanc character, all the characters
that stand before the signs are consider to form a word.

If we consider the proposition P1 = {Peter is a doctor} then by dividing it into
words after the punctuation signs and after the blanc character we will obtain the
following words:
(1) w1 = ”Peter”
(2) w2 = ”is”
(3) w3 = ”a”
(4) w4 = ”doctor”

The set υsigns contains all the punctuation signs after which a sentence can be
divided. The objects of this set depend on the grammar.

In a natural language υsigns = {, :} and the blanc character, the sign ”,” is not
used in the set to separate the objects and must be considered as a separator. Not
all the signs present in the set are found in the example, thus the set υsigns is formed
by the blanc character.

Remark 4.2. A proposition Pi can be divided into words by the objects of the set
υsigns. After dividing Pi, we can construct the set Pw

i that will contain all the sen-
tences of the phrase; Pw

i = {w1, ..., wm} where i ≤ n, n is the number of punctuation
signs (objects of the υsigns set ) found in the phrase at the above step of the algorithm
and m is the number of blanc characters incremented by one.

For the above example Pw
1 = {w1, w2, w3, w4} we have m = 4.

Remark 4.3. It is very important to notice that the words do not contain the blanc
character or any punctuation signs.
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4.2.2. Step 2.b: Semantical and grammatical evaluation. In order to analyze and
work with a text we must first determine if the text is grammatically correct (from
our defined context free grammar point of view).

Each word of Φ must be evaluated in relation with the parts of speech (verb,
noun...). This will be done by searching the words in an online dictionary.
(1) P1 =”Peter is a doctor”

• Peter - noun (proper noun, sg, M)
• is - verb
• a - article
• doctor - noun (common noun, sg)

”Peter is a doctor” is grammatically correct.
(2) P2 = ”He works in a hospital”

• he - pronoun (II person, sg, M)
• works - verb
• in -adverb
• a - article
• hospital - noun (common noun, sg)

”He works in a hospital” is grammatically correct.
(3) P3 = ”Maria is a teacher and she works in a school”

• Maria - noun (proper noun, sg, F)
• is - verb
• a - article
• teacher - noun (common noun, sg)
• and - conjunction
• she - pronoun (II person, sg, F)
• works - verb
• in - adverb
• a - article
• school - noun (common noun, sg)

”Maria is a teacher and she works in a school” is grammatically correct.
(4) P4 = ”Maria is the wife of Peter”

• Maria - noun (proper noun, sg, F)
• is - verb
• the - article
• wife - noun (common noun, sg)
• of - article
• Peter - noun (proper noun, sg, M)

”Maria is the wife of Peter” is grammatically correct.
(5) P5 = ”Ann is their daughter”

• Ann - noun (proper noun, sg, F)
• is - verb
• their - pronoun
• daughter - noun (common noun, sg)

”Ann it their daughter” is grammatically correct.
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Although the phrase we analyzed was grammatically correct, it is very important
to remember that while grammarians, writers of dictionaries, and language policy-
makers all have a certain influence on the evolution of language, their ability to
influence what people think and what they ought to say is distinct from what people
actually say. This means that we could find a phrase that is not grammatically correct
from the program’s point of view but it is indeed a phrase that is used in the natural
language.

4.2.3. Step 2.c: Constructing the object set and the relation. This is a very important
step because we define the set of objects that we consider an output of a semantic
schema.

Definition 4.1. Let Pi be a proposition of ΦP , i≤n. We construct the set ObPi
of

the elements of Pw
i that are nouns, adjectives and pronouns that are not in relation

to the verb.

This step is calculated by the computer through an algorithm that contains many
rules. However this algorithm is not the subject of this article.

For P1 we will have ObP1 = {Peter, doctor}.
For P2 we will have ObP2 = {He, hospital}.
For P3 we will have ObP3 = {Maria, teacher, she, school}.
For P4 we will have ObP4 = {Maria, Peter}.
For P5 we will have ObP5 = {Ann, their}.

4.2.4. Step 2.d: Dividing into relations. By looking at a proposition and at the
corresponding object set it is easy to see that the verb and the other parts of the
proposition form a bound, a relation between the two objects.

Definition 4.2. Let Pi be a proposition of ΦP , i≤n and ObPi the set of objects defined
above. The set RelPi is formed by the verbs and the other parts of speech that are in
relation to the verb.

For P1 we will have RelP1 = {is a}.
For P2 we will have RelP2 = {works in a}.
For P3 we will have RelP3 = {is a, works in a}.
For P4 we will have RelP4 = {is wife of}.
For P5 we will have RelP5 = {is daughter}.

4.2.5. Step 2.e: Applying Simb.

Definition 4.3. Simb is a bijective function, Simb: ObPi →X where X is a finite
non-empty set of symbols from the definition of the semantic schema.

Consider P1, then Simb(Peter)=x1 and Simb(doctor)=x2, where x1, x2 ∈ XP1

XP1 = {x1, x2}

4.2.6. Step 2.f: Applying Label.

Definition 4.4. Label is a bijective function, Label: RelPi →X where A0 is a finite
non-empty set of symbols from the definition of the semantic schema.

Consider P1, then Label(is a)=a, where a ∈ AP1
0

AP1
0 = {a}
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4.2.7. Step 2.g: Constructing the relations and the set R.

Definition 4.5. Let ObRel be a bijective function, ObRel: ObPi
× RelPi

× ObPi
→

XPi
×APi

0 ×XPi
, ObRel = {(x,a,y) where x,y ∈ XPi

and a ∈ APi
0 }. XPi

and ∈ APi
0

are the finite non-empty sets of symbols from the definition of the semantic schema
and (x,a,y) forms the RPi set.

Consider P1, then ObRel(Peter, is a, doctor)=(x1, a, x2), and RP1 = {(x1, a, x2)}
We now have all the sets described in the semantic schema definition. We can

define SPi
= (XPi

, APi
0 , APi

, RPi
).

For P1 we can define SP1 = (XP1 , A
P1
0 , AP1 , RP1). The graphical representation is

given in Figure 2.

x1 x2-a

Figure 2. The graphical representation

5. Step 3: Constructing the semantic schema of the phrase

If we consider the phrase as a whole and not formed by several propositions then we
must obtain one and only one semantic schema. We will obtain this by constructing
the sets X, A0, A and R that consist of the reunion of the sets XPi , APi

0 , APi , RPi

defined above.
Looking at this phrase, a human can immediately realize that the objects ”he” and

”she” refer to the subjects of the propositions that stand before them, in this case,
”he” refers to ”Peter” and ”she” refers to ”Maria”.

We can put this new finding in a rule for the program to use in all the phrases
from now on:

Rule: All the pronouns refer to a noun (usually a proper noun) that can be found
in the set of the objects of the phrase - ObΦ - and that was already processed.

Example: Let’s consider ObΦ = {Peter, doctor, he, .... When we reach the
”he” object, ”Peter” is the only proper noun in the set and it is obviously chosen to
replace ”he”.

This means that the nouns are written or spoken before the pronoun. In most
cases the noun is also the subject of the proposition. The gender of the pronoun must
be taken into account when searching for the appropriate noun. Also the singular or
plural must be considered.

In the ”she” object case, ObΦ = {Peter, doctor, he, hospital, Maria, teacher,
she,..., the object ”Maria” is the only proper noun that refers to a woman. If we
look in the phrase (... Maria is a teacher and she works in a school ...) we can
se that the object is found in the same proposition that contains the ”she” object.
Thus, the object ”she” can be substituted with the object ”Maria”.

Also in this case a human can see that the pronoun ”their” refers to ”Peter” and
”Maria”. Still this case is a little different because the object ”Ann” will now be bind
to ”Peter” and ”Maria” through the relation ”is daughter”.

After this last modification of the phrase we can start creating the semantic schema.
We have the set ΦF =”Peter is a doctor. He works in a hospital. Maria is a teacher

and she works in a school. Maria is the wife of Peter. Ann is their daughter.”
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Constructing the set Ob
ObP1 = {Peter, doctor}
ObP2 = {He, hospital} = {Peter, hospital}
ObP3 = {Maria, teacher, she, school} = {Maria, teacher, school}
ObP4 = {Maria, Peter}
ObP5 = {Ann, Maria, Peter}
ObΦ = Ob1

⋃
Ob2

⋃
Ob3

⋃
Ob4

⋃
Ob5 = {Peter, doctor, hospital, Maria, teacher,

school, Ann}
Constructing the set Rel
RelΦ = {is a, works in a, is wife of, is daughter}
Constructing the X set
Simb(Peter) = x1;
Simb(doctor) = x2;
Simb(hospital) = x3;
Simb(Maria) = x4;
Simb(teacher) = x5;
Simb(school) = x6;
Simb(Ann) = x7;
X = {x1,..., x7}
Constructing the set A0

Label(is a) = a1

Label(works in) = a2

Label(wife of) = a3

Label(is daughter of) = a4

A0 = {a1,a2,a3,a4}
Constructing the set R
ObRel(Peter, is a, doctor)=(x1, a1, x2)
ObRel(Peter, works in a, hospital)=(x1, a2, x3)
ObRel(Maria, is a, teacher)=(x4, a1, x5)
ObRel(Maria, works in a, school)=(x4, a2, x6)
ObRel(Maria, is wife of, Peter)=(x4, a3, x1)
ObRel(Ann, is daughter of, Peter)=(x7, a4, x1)
ObRel(Ann, is daughter of, Maria)=(x7, a4, x4)
R = {(x1, a1, x2), (x1, a2, x3), (x4, a1, x5), (x4, a2, x6), (x4, a3, x1), (x7, a4, x1),

(x7, a4, x4)}
We have now constructed the schema S = (X, A0, A, R). The graphical represen-

tation is in Figure 3.

6. Working with the defined semantic schema

Now that we have constructed a final semantic schema for the entire phrase we can
use this schema to construct other phrases and to extract knowledge from the phrase.
This is done through the normal process of schema interpretation.

In a forthcoming paper the process of extended interpretation will be discussed.
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Figure 3. The semantic schema obtained by the algorithm
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